### Term Four 2014 Learning Overview

**Eastern Fleurieu School**

**Strathalbyn R-6 Campus**

#### Teachers:

*Mrs Gunn & Mrs Bray*

---

#### History

Follow up visit to Old Tailem Town:  
Learning about what life was like in the colonial period  
Drawing comparisons to life in the 21st century

#### Geography

Diversity of cultures  
The influence of the environment on the human characteristics of a place

#### Mathematics

**Number and Algebra**  
Review four basic processes - Use calculators to check answers after using estimation and rounding off.  
Financial Literacy

**Measurement and Geometry**  
Timetables – 24 hour time & Aust. Time Zones  
Area & perimeter  
Capacity and volume  
3D & 3D shapes  
Rotational symmetry  
Names & Properties of Angles – Using protractors  
Positive and negative integers  
Cartesian Plane

**Statistics and Probability**  
Probability experiments and trials  
Problem Solving strategies  
Ann Baker Strategies

#### Science

**Biological Science**  
“Desert Survivors” - explores how the structural features and adaptations of desert plants and animals help them to survive in their own natural environment

#### Integrating Theme/Focus

*Summer’s coming & so is Christmas!*

**Important Dates**

- **Wk 4** - 7/11/14 – GALA NIGHT  
- **Wk 5** - 14/11/14 – Student Free Day  
- **Wk 6** - 21/11/14 – School Disco  
- **Wk 8** - 5/12/14 – Step Up Day  
- **Wk 9** - 10/12/14 – Year 6 Graduation  
  11/12/14 – Splash Bash

#### The Arts

**Art with Mr Steele**

**Music with Miss Ellis**

**Drama** – Skits and Readers’ Theatre  
Christmas Arts and Crafts – Christmas Aprons

#### History

**Follow up visit to Old Tailem Town:**

Learning about what life was like in the colonial period  
Drawing comparisons to life in the 21st century

#### Geography

Diversity of cultures  
The influence of the environment on the human characteristics of a place

#### Health/Physical Education

**Growth and Development**

**Goal Setting**

**Child protection curriculum**

**Physical Activity and Participation**

Fitness activities  
**PE with Mr Koutsikas**

**LOTE – Indonesian** with Mrs Grund

**Technology** with Mr Crossman